Abstract

Apgar scoring is a method which is a fast and an effective way of understanding whether newborn babies are healthy or not. Any intervention to the baby such as resuscitation or intubation is done, if necessary, after evaluating the Apgar score and examining various physiological data. Shortening the response time for medical support is vitally important for babies. In this study, the physiological data gathered from mother and fetus along with the features extracted from FHR (fetal heart rate) and UC (uterus contraction) signals were examined in order to determine whether the newborn will have any immediate problems that will need medical support before the baby was actually born and a study towards Apgar scoring was made. There were two classes (intervention, non-intervention) used in this study. Data was analyzed by using Mann-Whitney U test. The classes were compared in terms of statistical data, FHR and UC signals and according to the obtained the results, intervention and non-intervention classes have been shown to have a significant difference for 5 extracted features. However, no significant changes have been detected in other features.
Statistical Investigation of the Effects of Fetal Heart Rate (FHR) and Uterine Contractions (UC) Signals on Apgar
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